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“If it's worth doing
at all — it's worth
doing well”

Irelands most experienced hire cruiser firm offers you
*

Modern fully equipped inboard cruisers, smooth, silent and steering
to a hair.
More room per crew member—separate toilets for all cabins on the

bigger boats. Plenty of deck space in sunshine: plenty of lounge room in
wet weather.

Organised transport and free travel to and from bus stop.

Full instruction, plenty of charts and written instructions about service,
travel hints and places to eat and drink.
A hearty Irish welcome with drinks “on the house”.
Covered jetty with direct access from our reception hall ensures you go

dry aboard no matter what the weather (but it seldom rains at Lowtown).

Clear clean unpolluted water (That is not our virtue — it just happens!).
And wide canal.

Only 17 locks in 60 miles — plus friendly lock-keepers.
Choice of Grand Canal, Shannon or Barrow cruising from our base at
Lowtown Haven — hub of the Irish Waterways.

Bookings at nearly 50% repeats in 1970 speak for themselves.
We'd like to meet you in 1971, so please write for a free brochure pack
to:

JOY LINE CRUISERS
18 Berkeley Street, Dublin 7.
Phone Dublin 301511 Weekdays or 302310 Sunday and Monday
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Jaint Line Cruisers
LA MONTAGNE - LA COLLANCELLE,
58 - CORBIGNY, FRANCE

ォキオォォヰ

4 & 6 Berth Luxury Cruisers for Hire
on the French Rivers and Canals
Continuous Hot and Cold Water

Navigation Charts
Flush Toilets
Transistor Radios
Hot Showers

Economical Diesel Engines

WHY NOT COMBINE A CONTINENTAL HOLIDAY WITH A HOLIDAY
AFLOAT?
WRITE NOW FOR 44 PAGE COLOUR BROCHURE
Please mention WINDLASS when replying to advertisements

RIPARIAN OWNER SERVICE T.Harrison Chaplin Ltd.
Meadhurst Park Nursery, Sunbury-on-Thames,Middlesex
CAMPSHEDDING

LANDING STAGES
ト=
N LANDSCAPING TREE PLANTING&4
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», Illustrated brochure on
request
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“ADVENTURESS”
FOR YOUR PARTY CRUISE THROUGH
THE LOVELY

STORT VALLEY
Trips

from

14—3

hours.

Fully

licensed

Refreshments.

Sunshine roof, sidescreens if wet.
Toilet on board.
Coupled with set meals in the OLD GRANARY if required.
NOW AN OPPORTUNITY OF SEEING THE WATER
WHEEL RUNNING. MOORINGS AVAILABLE IN SECLUDED AND SECURE SURROUNDINGS.

S.A.E. LEA and STORT HIRE CRUISES,
LITTLE HALLINGBURY MILL,
Nr., BISHOPS STORTFORD, HERTS.

Tel.: BISHOPS STORTFORD 723568
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - April 27th.
The AGM began with I1ltyd Harrington,
our Chairman, presenting a very brief
In an
report on the year's activities.
'interesting' year he felt that we had
lost the battle to save the waterways
being split up among the RWA's partly
because the IWA had not acted quickly or
forcefully enough.
He thought that the fight to save
Paddington Basin, however, was a tactical
victory in the fight to save the large
areas of water outside the Cruiseways.
Illtyd saw the next twelve as a critical
period for the Branch, when the legislation
about the RWA's would be framed, and
felt that the Branch should be prepared
to present its case strongly.

Treasurer's Report

Peter Heywood

pointed out that the excess of income
over expenditure had fallen considerably
from the £941 in 1970, mainly due to
increased donations by the Branch and
the lower income from the Christmas
Competition which replaced the draw.
The
largest item of expenditure, production
of Windlass, had fortunately been offset
to a greater extent by advertising

revenue, but still came to a net £856.

Committee Claire Johnstone and Ralph
Radbourne had unfortunately resigned from

the committee, to concentrate on their

labours with other waterways organisations.

Nigel Stevens became the newest member,
and John Crosby, 'Kay' Seymour-Walker

and Norman Underwood were re-elected.
There remained one vacancy - the members
did not seem to have been interested
enough to make any further nominations.

Resolution It was proposed by Harvey
Cooke that the Branch should make an
annual donation of 5p per member to the
Waterways Recovery Group (with a current
membership of 3,100, that represented

a sum of £155).

The meeting looked

favourably on the proposal but referred
it to the Committee for consideration.

John Humphries No longer National IWA
Chairman, John Humphries was billed
merely as a Council member.
He began

by disagreeing with I11tyd (who had

unfortunately had to leave) as he felt
that we were winning the battle.

Summarising events, he went back to last
year, when the Council had realised

something was in the air and had sent
‘a paper to the Government recommending
a National Waterways Conservancy (not,

of course, a new idea to the IWA).

The

Government had misunderstood the situa-

tion and were quite surprised at objections to their proposals published in
November.
The IWA had moved quickly into action but
were disappointed to find that the Labour
Party had defended BWB and as a result
turned the question into a party issue,
causing the destruction of the Parliamentary Waterways Group.
The campaign had been fought in three
principal ways:

1. Relations with the press, rather vague
in the past, had been greatly developed,
mainly by John Dodwell.
2. Much greater contact was made with
other bodies and their support obtained.
3. Members letters - a very successful
aspect, which had inundated the Dept. of
the Environment with correspondence on
on the subject.
John looked on his appointment as
Honorary advisor to the Government as
a way of getting a voice inside the deciding body and a way of making sure there
was not a middle-of-the-road compromise.

The next part of the Association's
campaign should be to enlist public
support through this year's rallies. This
would be followed in the Autumn by a
further press and parliamentary campaign.

Oliver Turner, who had taken over the
Chair from I1ltyd, felt that John Humphries
was wrong in ascribing the success of the
campaign to the past few months work and
claimed that press coverage and contacts
with other bodies were not new to the IWA.
He also pointed out that there was a
feeling among members that not all the IWA
Council were behind the present fight.

Discussion

A lively discussion followed,

mainly on relatively minor points of policy,
from which little emerged except the

general feeling that everybody in the

IWA wishes to fight the present proposals

to the bitter end.

John Dodwell
summed up by saying that
the Councilgwere in the final stages of
preparing a report to the Government
which should be presented before the
official ‘consultative document' was
published.

、

The principal aim of the IWA campaign
was the establishment: of a central authority with adequate finance, which could
promote waterways, their restoration and
commercial traffic.
This would probably
be based on an expanded BWB
He called on IWA members to use rallies
to explain what we want and called for
support for a petition mich would be
launched soon.

WHAT'S ON = WHAT'S GONE
BRANCH RALLY JUNE 10/11 LITTLE VENICE
FROM THE ENCLOSED PROGRAMME YOU WILL SEE WE HAVE A SPLENDID EVENT ARRANGED.
VOLUNTEERS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL KINDS OF INTERESTING JOBS — PLEASE CONTACT
MR T J COTTRELL, 44 HUXLEY DRIVE, CHADWELL HEATH, ROMFORD, ESSEX.
BOATOWNERS YOU CAN ENTER YOUR CRAFT UP UNTIL THE DAY:
(01-590 4449)

EVERYBODY

PHONE CHARLES STEVENS

COME ALONG AND BRING AS MANY FRIENDS AS YOU CAN

PARTIES

Chairman's notes

June. Details not yet arranged,
contact Nigel Stevens, 01-373 7234

Tris I feel should be one of those mess-

ages eminating from Lord Grovel, Lord
Gnome's cousin.

July 8/9.

July 15-29.

First my abject apologies to those whose
annual reports got lost in a large A
containg some interminable planning
material.
Now that has been said, a
couple of things I want to get off my
chest.

1. Re-organisation of the water authority,
and, ipso facto, us.
We have a policy and we have about two
months to press it on to the politicians.
Legislation will be in draft July-August.
2. Paddington Basin.
We are marshalling
our case but we must make attendance at
our June Rally a priority - we can show
the Basin in practical use.
Apart from
this, it can be a means of demonstrating
our determination to keep other urban
pasins, viz City Road.
3. Your Branch Committee is shortly going
We
to re-examine its method of working.
are aware of our large area and manifold
membership but whatever the outcome of
our organisation we not only have to be
more closely co-ordinated, but a little
more strident in voicing our case.
Whoever will run the waterways must be
aware that we represent a large number of
paying customers.
Lastly the one bright thing for me out of
a personally dreary spring and winter was
the indomitable spirit of so many of our
members that went to Ashtac.
The first
time I gazed on Graham Palmer was in some
dreary church hall after Operation
Ashton.
The faith of Graham was greater
They
than my professional optimism.
broke through literally and actually.
Officially work of restoration has now
begun:
no need to elaborate on the moral
OF ib:
I11tyd Harrington.

Bath.
Stratford Canal fortnight,

when volunteers from local and national

bodies will work on the Stratford canal.

River Wey

For several years past IWA volunteers
have helped to man one or two locks on the
Wey on summer Sundays, and this assistance
has been appreciated by the National Trust,
4 suggestion has been put forward that
=

we extend this scheme, and appoint volun-

tary lock keepers for all the locks which
are at present unmanned.
The job would
entail visiting the lock at least once
a week during the summer months,

perhaps no more than once a month in the
winter, carrying out routine maintenance
jobs such as greasing paddle gear and
cutting grass, reporting serious troubles
to the Navigation Office, and helping to
lock boats through.

Before committing myself to taking on
¡this task I would like to gauge the
response from possible volunteers, who
would be interested in taking over a lock. “
Two people could do a lock jointly if
they wished. Prospec
tive lock keepers
)
should be aware that this will commit
them to a year round routine, which must
be adhered to if the scheme is to be
fruitful, although the actual time spent
on site need .be only as long as the
individual wished.
Only keen volunteers
need apply.
Tony Davis.
Slough Canal

Unles the local authorities soon sign
their agreement on supporting the raising

of the Slough Arm to cruiseway status,

it will be overtaken by the RWA legislation and the whole issue jeopardised;
Slough BC is to remove the idea of a road
along the canal bed from the Town Map.

Roderick Atkin.

OPINION

To start off this column, a little freeranging comment on issues raised for IWA
Even the most
policy at the Branch AGM.
marginal South-East member will appreciate
by now that the proposed RWA's are nasty,
and that the IWA has once again mounted
its srusty steed to do battle with the foe
- uneasily aware, methinks, that these
battles seem to appear with predictable
but unforeseen regularity, and wondering
perhaps whether trusty steeds are not
Let us, then, survey the
obsolete.

dispositions.

The parties involved are the usual
combatants of Whitehall versus IWA Council
and members, plus the new figure of Government Advisor, an element created by
Whitehall but occupied by the recent IWA
I prefer to depict the
Chairman.
parties as below, allowing me to strengthen
or to weaken their various linking lines
according to differing assumptions.

GOVERNMENT enn VHT THAT

ADVISER ss

ェ V A

ニー

Council
MEMBERS
Suppose, for example, we all distrust

Whitehall (which is clearly just trying
to get back at its masters down by the

river).

But suppose the Government

Advisor prefers to work closely with
Then what faith do we place
Whitehall.
Or if Council opted for
in the GA?
well-financed RWA's in alliance with
Whitehall, with members and the Government Advisor alienated from both - what

price a (regionalised) Council then?

Please fill in your own communication
links -above.

The issues over which battle is joined
Council, headed by John
tare clear,
Humphries before he accepted the GA
position, formulated five essential
principles for any waterways reorganiz-

ation.

(Think to yourself now, what

Can't you even remember?
are they?
bottom of next column.)

Ceasefire/Negotiation/Disarmament:

See

Some further questions may also be posed.
From Whitehall, what answers do we get For
none before the Bill is published?
the Government Advisor, who urged helpful,
constructive co-operation with the Government so long as they show a similar constructive SE to our suggestions”,
To IWA
well, what evidence so far?
Council, how far will its forthcoming
polich proposals be pressed with the GA
and Whitehall? And how quickly communicated to the membership, when the Bulletin
And
may be no more than a Post Mortem?
to Members, well, what have you done so
Written any letters? Talked to
far?
any friends even - we'll need petitions
signing, and can always use new members.
Attended any meetings or rallies? WHY NOT?
My conclusions are that the role of Council,
somewhat muted of late, is as central as
The post of Government
the diagram pleads.
Advisor, once offered, had to be accepted,
lest we lose all credibility as a constructive force. And John Humphries is clearly
the best man for the post at this time.
However, it was his own decision to take
on the job, when it might have been wiser
to seek prior and even public support of
Similarly, it
IWA Council and Members.
will be his own decision on any compromise
solution for the waterways, in the mystical
communion of some ministerial committee.
When still Chairman, he approved of IWA's
ministerial reputation as a "terrifying
hand of vigilantes". He must expect the
same attentions now, interrogation before
And Council and the branches
recognition.
must lead the vigilant way.
Battle for the Environment.
Tony Aldous - Fontana 45g

This book, by the Environment and Architectural Reporter of the Times, is important and timely reading.
Not all about
waterways, by any means, but it does set
our own problems in the context of those
(continued on page 6 )
ASEO

the

problem of whether or not to compromise in
our battle aims was central to the AGM
John Humphries expected that
discussion.
he might obtain perhaps only half of what
we wanted. (at the Easter Narrowboat
Owners' Rally it was three-quarters of
what we wanted - does he know something, or

is he just softening the blows?)

Lionel Munk affirmed that IWA Council had
at no time accepted añy talk of compromise
...Teturn to diagram above, and amend
alliances.... And myway, how can you have
three-quarters of a National Waterways
Authority? Half a Public Right of
Navigation? So who's kidding whom?

After

he'd marched out, returned ex-Chairman

The five essential principles are:
- à National Waterways Authority
—- guaranteed adequate finance
- restoration of the Public Right of
Navigation
- continued expansion of commercial carrying
- upgrading to 'cruiseways' of those remainder waterways now guaranteed by local
authority financial support.

t

(continved from page 5 )
The Departelsewhere in the environment.
ment of the Environment is examined in
Part 1, and successive sections tackle its
probiem children of the motor car, London's
development, positive conservation, industrial and other specific forms of pollution
with a final piece on planning and partOn canals, you'll find mention
icipation.
of the Odiham by-pass on the Basingstoke,
The
and of Welshpool on the Montgomery.
Thames merits a study of dockland redevelopment and a cogent case for fast hydrofoil
services downriver (now expected for PLA

trials during May - Guardian 2.5.72).

And the waterways are the first item in his
chapter on key environmental battles written before the appearance of those
nasty RWA's. A thoughtful, constructive
book, careful in every sense of the word.
I ALSO NOTICED..
Anglers to lose their Public Rights? The
recent Royal Commission on Environmental

THOUGHTS ON A SING

Pollution second report ap
tens common law rights
its natural state of
rights date back to the Me

DESEO

(continued)

the Guardian €5.5.72), wh
spokesman back-pedalled f

As from May 1st, British W
has brought in fresh bye-1
or controlling waterskiing
activity on canals..."
More on anglers and other water users in
Opinion Column next Windlass.
There
campaign this autumn, when we
to raise our numbers conside
In order to gain the full
we need to give on our adv

Is there per
any time.
member of the Branch who
and note the particular

river navigation at all?
of the opinion that we ti
stop navigation.
This
are concerned with is w

In the note on the Basingstoke Canal in April's issue of
was made of the contributions made by Mrs Joan Marshall
Since before Mr Cooke became the owner in 1949

towards its satisfactory maintenance and improvement.
good record, and whm no longer holding that office sh
old servants of the Canal and she and her group of.B
publicity to bring about the present position by meet
Counsel and other notaries, and negotiations with County and local
Thames Conservancy Officers.

р
Council

ешё

Nevill New.
——

Member with car to collect papers on
Wanted urgently about 6 addresses in the Southgate and Oakwood areas of
Holiday can be accepted during that time.

Elsan Bristol chemical toilet as new, green, £6.00 carriage extra.
FOR SALE
Harvey Cooke, 75 Westbury Avenue, N.22. 01-888 3308.

eee

Ideal for intelligent
PERSONAL SECRETARY needed by the I.W.A. General Secretary.
Previous experience not
girl interested in the fight for inland waterways.
(could be more for
Minimum salary £1,050 p.a.
essential but good speeds are.
the right person). Very varied duties in small, friendly office: sense of
Start mid-July or end August.
Apply to the General Office.
humour imperative!
South London Members please start saving
SOUTH LONDON NEWSPAPER COLLECTION
For collection arrangeyour newspapers, and help swell the restoration fund.
ments contact:

John Holland, 49 Lessar Avenue, Clapham - Tel 01-673 0789

Assistant Advertisement Manager required for Windlass.
Initially, contact the editors.
to find new business.
6

The navigation authori
to own land on the r
development, ie a boa
terminal, and might w
pash - certainly in loc
control and might let th
is probably better left
navigation authority
ence boats, charge freig
rent for the facilities
It would take over all 1
owned or rented by the B
purely for a maintenance
RWA would take it over.

Canals are not involved
activities and form, on
homogeneous network fro
the Thames, so why both

Dear Editors,

outcome.

From the

circular it would ap
on amenity will have
this splitting of cos
to add extra work.
Ti
passes the argument
control are separate
dealt with by separat

Principle task will be

will come on a list of
ies, which could mean d
rather than a straight 1
minister says he will 1
on them - good.
He al
will be provided but do
from.

It seems likely that the
form a large
part of tl
These have not been r
interests and consiãe
with their operations.
Board, and probably ott
this.
By taking control
of their hands end giv
dent boëy which is de
ensures, so long as t
finance, that navigatio
will continue without 1
by sectarian interests.
authority will havg pow
RWA to do work and the
be done by the RWA will
amount of money available
What AUTHORITY?
Havi
a national navigation
authority and its fin
idered.
The present
staff would obviously
day to day management
of the work force sol
would carry out the s
possibly be transfer
augment their labour
e
be controlled?
The two =m
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Let your FIRST CHOICE
be from the LARGEST
selection of BOATS & ENGINES

Be it
CABIN

in the country at

CRUISER

LADYLINE
the Boat Showrooms of Great Britain

HEAD OFFICE:

T

Drayton Marina, Betton Road, Market Drayton, Shropshire,
Tel: Market Drayton 3101/3102/2267
Barbridge Marina, Barbridge, Nantwich, Cheshire, Tel : Wettenhall 682 683.
Lymm Marina, Warrington Lane, Lymm, Cheshire, Tel: Lymm 2945.
Thorne Marina, Hatfield Road, Thorne, Nr. Doncastar, Yorks. Tel : Thorne 812316
Braunston Marina, Braunston, Nr. Rugby, Warks. Tel : Braunston 325 and 216.
Hanbury Marina, Hanbury Road, Droitwich, Worcs. Tel : Droitwich 3002.
Mountsorrel Marine Centre, 14-20 Loughborough Road, Mountsorrel, Nr. Loughborough Leics.
Tel: Rothley 2144
The Swag Boat Centre, Barns, Lane, Stubber`s Green, Nr. Aldridge, Staffordshire.
Tel : Aldridge 55448

Nor’ West, Marina, Canal Wharf, Galgate, Nr. Lancaster, Tel : Galgate 368
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John and Margaret Hall invite you and your family to

FARNCOMBE BOAT HOUSE
Boats for Hire and Moorings - Riverside Tea Gardens
Charter Cruisers

2

-

6 Berth

ROAD : GODALMING - SURREY
Telephone: Godalming (STD 04 868) 27306

CATTESHALL

400 yards off A3100 Guildford-Godalming road.

NANTWICH PLEASURE CRAFT
BASIN END

.

NANTWICH

.

CHESHIRE

New Fleet of 4-8 berth Steel Hulled Canal Cruisers
*Refrigerators
*Showers
i
=

eaturin

き

*Deisel Engines

*Excellent kitchen layout

Write for Brochure; Simolda Ltd. Martin Street, Crewe. Cheshire
Tel: Crewe 57411-3 lines.

CANAL PLEASURECRART (Stourport) LTD.
STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, WORCS.

Tel: 2970

Established in 1950 and the first to design and build Motor Cruisers
especially for use on the whole of the Canal and River network.
Closed-circuit Keel Cooling
Hot water to all cabins
Large fully opening windows
Gas cooking with oven and grill
Pye Transistor built-in radio

荒甜荒甜芦

荒荒芦荒芦

2 to 6 berth cruisers for hire

Electric Shaving point
Large Refrigerator
Formica Surfaces
Electric Lights
Foam Cushions

Illustrated Brochure on request

‘SNIPE ——-

Capacity length 22 ft.

Capacity weight 27 cw

Model 14/800 KD
Capacity weight 800 Ibs.

Capacity length 14 ft.

Available from 200Ibs. to
36 cwt. capacity, for boats

from 10 ft. to 28 ft. in length.
Write for our fully illustrated

folders giving details of all
models.

LEW-WAYS LTD.

Watling Street, Cannock,
Staffs.

Telephone: Brownhills 2565

WIR
105.

JL

London & SE Branch Inland Waterways Association
(in co-operation with British Waterways Board)

CANAL FESTIVAL
and Rally of Boats

Little Venice
June 10-11
Sponsored by Tissavel France

SATURDAY JUNE 10

11.0 onwards Gates open.
canal стать.

Preliminary judging of best decorated
Art exhibitions in Canaletto Gallery

and Warwick Avenue: Gardens.

12.50

Music afloat —- Markeis Folk Group.

1.50

Barney the clown does some magic and balloonmodelling.

1.45

Festival Chamber Wind Ensemble.

2.20

Arrival of the Lord Mayor of Westminster, London

2.30 = 3.0

Official opening of Rally by Lord Mayor followed by

Borough Councillors and other V.I.P.'s by boat from
Camden Town.
a tour of exhibition stands on the Main Quay.

5.0

Councillors' cruise round Paddington Basin and
further up the canal.
Barney the clown entertains
again.

4.0

Tissavel Fashion Show.

4.15

Film show in BeauchampLodge on inland waterways ー
entrance from the Main Quay.

4.45
5.0
6.30 - 7.45

Music ‘afloat.

3.15

Guests arrive for Illuminated Boats Cruise to the Zoo.

8.50 - 9.45

Handel Concert on floating stage, by Paddington Institute Orchestra and soloists.
Musicians will arrive

Open Box Theatre - a special show for young children.

Mikron Theatre Company

present a commentary on the

history of canals t from floating stage).

by barge from Warwick Avenue bridge.

9.20

Boats arrive back in the Lagoon during Handel's
Firework Suite.

5

Firework display from lighter in the Lagoon.

10-15-1450

Highgate Theatre Group in Old Tyme Music Hall - songs.

The Mikron Theatre Co and the Paddington Institute Orchestra :

SUNDAY JUNE 11
17.0

Gates open.

11.0 - 12.0

Youth Groups boating display - Canoeing and Sailing.

12.0

Barney the clown and some more magic.

12.0 - 2.0

Spike Holmes and his Dixielanders (jazz group).

12.50

Prize giving from floating stage.

2:15

‘Round the Island Race' - sailing race by children
from canal boat clubs.

5.0

Canoe races by children from Islington & Beauchamp
Lodge Boat Clubs.

3412

Open Box Theatre.

4.30

Mikron Theatre Company present a commentary on canals.

5:20

Music afloat until rally closes.

ョ

Special attraction - MV 'Thames Magphie!

Refreshments available throughout both days on the Main Quay.
All the fun of the Fair can be found at the nearby Warwick Estate.
'Jason' and British Waterways trips to the Zoo will be running
normally.

,ppear with the support of the Greater London Arts

Association

|

TISSAVEL
FRANCE

Tissavel are manufacturers of a fur fabric that is so similar
to the real thing that even the experts find it nearly im-

possible to make any distinction. Tissavel are leaders in
the field of fur fabric, their product being used for coats,
jackets, hats, rugs, bedspreads and cushions. It is relatively inexpensive as a finished product, lightweight yet
warm and, most important, it is not the result of the
needless slaughter of animals.

TISSAVEL SA, P.0.Box 32, Halluin 59, France.

